Write if the sentences are alliterative or not.

Example: Perla Parker picked a pack of pasta for dinner. alliterative

1) Charlie never eats chips or chocolates. __________________________

2) Mrs. Smith is our new principal. ________________________________

3) There is a lot of green grass growing here. _______________________

4) I came accross a zeal of zebras in the zoo. ________________________

5) The teacher has asked us to solve this riddle. _____________________

6) The picky kid poked and pecked at his food. ______________________

7) Ken won the game. _____________________________

8) Henry was happy to help the homeless. __________________________

9) The Stars and Stripes stirs strong emotions. ______________________

10) Gingerbread cookies filled with plum jam taste yummy. ___________
Write if the sentences are alliterative or not.

Example: Perla Parker picked a pack of pasta for dinner. alliterative

1) Charlie never eats chips or chocolates. alliterative

2) Mrs. Smith is our new principal. not alliterative

3) There is a lot of green grass growing here. alliterative

4) I came accross a zeal of zebras in the zoo. alliterative

5) The teacher has asked us to solve this riddle. not alliterative

6) The picky kid poked and pecked at his food. alliterative

7) Ken won the game. not alliterative

8) Henry was happy to help the homeless. alliterative

9) The Stars and Stripes stirs strong emotions. alliterative

10) Gingerbread cookies filled with plum jam taste yummy. not alliterative